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Phylogenies & Tree-Thinking
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character – a trait or feature that varies among a set of taxa (e.g., hair 
color)

character-state – a variant of a character that occurs in a particular 
taxon (e.g., black hair)

chronogram – a style of tree diagram in which each branch’s length is 
proportional to its inferred duration

clade – a monophyletic group:  A common ancestor and all its descen-
dants

cladistics – more or less synonymous to “phylogenetics,” but generally 
connoting a particular philosophical approach built around the 
principle of parsimony

cladogram – either a general term for a tree diagram, or a particular 
style of tree diagram in which neither the amount of change nor 
time is depicted

monophyly – when a set of organisms are all descended from a com-
mon ancestor and that ancestor did not give rise to any organisms 
that are not in the set

paraphyly– a variant of non-monophyly

phylogeny – an evolutionary tree

phylogenetics – the study of phylogenetic relationships and the use of 
phylogenetic trees to elucidate evolutionary phenomena

phylogram – a style of tree diagram in which each branch’s length 
is drawn proportional to the inferred amount of change on that 
branch

plesiomorphy – an ancestral character state (e.g., limb presence is 
plesiomorphic in reptiles)

polyphyly – a variant of non-monophyly

polytomy – a node on a phylogenetic tree that depicts an ancestral 
lineage dividing into three or more descendant lineages (opposite 
= dichotomy)

synapomorphy – a derived character state that is shared by a group of 
organisms (e.g., hair is a synapomorphy of mammals; Loss of the 
hind limb is a synapomorphy of snakes)

systematics – the branch of biology concerned with using evolutionary 
and phylogenetic principles to organize classification systems and 
to understand the origin and maintenance of biological diversity

taxon – a formally-named group of organisms

taxonomy – the scientific discipline concerned with discovering, nam-
ing, and classifying taxa

Table 1.  Glossary of Terms Used in Phylogenetics
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Figure 1. A hypothetical genealogy of a local population of plants.  
A. Two generations of five organisms. B. A local population viewed 
over five generations that includes the organisms illustrated in A. C. 
The same genealogy shown in B with only the lines of descent shown.
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Figure 2. An illustration of how the genealogy of a sexual population 
is included in a phylogenetic tree. A. The local population illustrated 
in Figure 1C. B. An expanded view showing the population over many 
generations, including the organisms and generations illustrated in 
Figure 2A. C. A species lineage consisting of population lineages that 
are interconnected by occasional interbreeding. D. A branching phylog-
eny in which one ancestral population gives rise to four living species.
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A B C D A B C D
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Figure 3. A tree diagram is meant to represent an actual 
history of evolutionary lineages that have branched over 
time. The most critical facts about the real history shown in 
panel A are summarized in panel B; namely that species A 
and B derived from an ancestral lineage that did not give 
rise to C and D, and vice versa.
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Figure 4. Four alternative trees all of which depict 
the same evolutionary history. In each case, taxa 
B, C, and D share an ancestral lineage that is not 
ancestral to A, and taxa C and D share an ancestral 
lineage that is not ancestral to A or B.
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Figure 5. Some important terms used to describe phylogenetic trees. 
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Figure 6. How to read a tree in 
terms of evolutionary relation-
ships. B is more closely related 
to E than to A. This can be seen 
because the last common ancestor 
of B and A (Node 1) is an ancestor 
of Node 2, the last common ances-
tor of B and E. The lower tree has 
arrows added to help clarify the 
direction of descent from the root.
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Figure 7. Three alternative trees all of which depict the same evo-
lutionary history. The trees can be inter-converted simply by rotating 
parts of the tree, without ever having to cut a branch off and reattach 
it somewhere else.
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BirdsLizards & snakesMammalsAmphibiansLobe-finned fishesRay-finned fishesSharks

A

no legs no legs no legs legs legs legs legs

BirdsLizards & snakesMammalsAmphibiansLobe-finned fishesRay-finned fishesSharks

B

no legs no legs no legs legs legs legs legs

Evolution of legs

Figure 9. An example showing how trees help us understand evolutionary history. 
Given the tree shown in A, and the distribution of legs among the included taxa, it 
is simplest (most parsimonious) to assume that there was a single origin of legs on 
the branch shown in Figure B. In the absence of additional information, this historical 
pattern is considered the most plausible explanation for the distribution of legs in the 
vertebrates.
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Figure 8. A clade or monophyletic group includes all 
and only the descendants of a particular ancestor. One 
way to see if a group of organisms is a clade is to imag-
ine trying to cut those organisms off the tree (away 
from the root). A. If this can be done with a single cut, 
the group is monophyletic (a clade). B. If two or more 
cuts are needed, the group is non-monophyletic. 
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Figure 10. A tree that may be used to explore the evolution of tetrapods. The topol-
ogy of this tree is based on assorted sources including Lee et al. (2004), Daeschler et al. 
(2006), and the Tree of Life Web site (www.tolweb.org). Extinct taxa are marked with 
lineages that end in an open circle. Approximate ages of certain nodes are shown in mil-
lions of years before present (Ma) and the composition of some named clades are shown 
with lines above the tree. Selected traits are mapped to the branches on which they are 
thought to have arisen. Two traits of birds (homeothermy and ZW sex determination) are 
not easily scored for fossils, hence there is uncertainty as to which among the bracketed 
branches is the correct place to mark their evolution. 
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